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leisure is pleasure  1.2 Role cards – what are you doing tonight?

You’d like to go to the cinema.
You love western movies and
black comedies, but you hate
anything that is romantic.

You’re in a bad mood, because
all the Black Metal tickets have
been sold out… You want to
watch a thriller or perhaps a
black comedy.

You’re in a romantic mood,
so you’d like to walk in the
moonlight somewhere or go
and watch a romantic movie.

You don’t want to be out with
people tonight, so public places
are out. You might enjoy a walk
maybe, but in a lonely place.

You’re crazy about jazz and a
very famous French group is in
town tonight, and you have two
tickets for the concert.

You’ve just come back from
France so you’re willing to
do anything that’s connected
to French people or French
culture.

You want music tonight! Rock,
pop, classical, even world
music is OK – but jazz drives
you crazy, so that’s out.

Your friend’s amateur rock band
has a concert tonight in a very
small pub. They must be good,
though you have never heard
them play.

Your boyfriend’s football team
has a very important match
tonight – you know you must be
there, but you’d be bored alone.

You wanted to watch football
at home but something is
wrong with your TV. You were
looking forward to the match so
much…

You’re in the mood for some
sports event now: you’re quite
flexible, but you dislike all ball
games because of a childhood
memory.

You’re going to an Ultimate
Frisbee evening with some
friends, but this is the first time
so you have to take someone
with you.

Your dad has just presented
you with the latest version of
your favourite computer game
– but it’s only fun if two people
play.

Your parents are out and you’re
all alone, and what’s worse,
your computer doesn’t work, so
no MSN and no games (which
you just love)…

You’ve got tickets to the theatre
for some Russian piece you
don’t know anything about, and
you need a partner.

You have to give a presentation
tomorrow about a theatre
performance you have seen
this season, but there are no
tickets for tonight.

leisure is pleasure  1.3 Cards – things to draw...

On the back of this card,
draw a pair of roller skates.

On the back of this card,
draw a golf club.

On the back of this card,
draw a drum set.

On the back of this card,
draw a bow (for a cello
etc.).

On the back of this card,
draw the stage in a theatre.

On the back of this card,
draw a box in a theatre.

On the back of this card,
draw an usherette.

On the back of this card,
draw a costume for an
actor.

leisure is pleasure  1.3 Cards – things to draw... (CONT.)

On the back of this card,
draw an accordion.

On the back of this card,
draw a flute.

On the back of this card,
draw a tennis racket.

On the back of this card,
draw some bowling pins.

On the back of this card,
draw a joystick used in
games.

On the back of this card,
draw a computer screen.

On the back of this card,
draw a keyboard.

On the back of this card,
draw a mouse for a
computer.

leisure is pleasure  1.3 Pictures – what do you call it?

leisure is pleasure  1.3 Cards – things to draw...

On the back of this card,
draw a pair of roller skates.

On the back of this card,
draw a golf club.

On the back of this card,
draw a drum set.

On the back of this card,
draw a bow (for a cello
etc.).

On the back of this card,
draw the stage in a theatre.

On the back of this card,
draw a box in a theatre.

On the back of this card,
draw an usherette.

On the back of this card,
draw a costume for an
actor.

leisure is pleasure  1.3 vocab slips

computer screen

joystick

roller skates

drum kit

golf club

accordion

tennis racket

flute

bowling pin

bow

paddle

weight

chandelier

bass guitar

synthesiser

keyboard

theatre box

cloakroom

mouse

stage

usherette

costume

headphones

loudspeaker

leisure is pleasure  1.3 wordlist

accordion

harmonika

drum set

dobkészlet

paddle

evező

bass guitar

basszusgitár

flute

fuvola

roller skates

görkorcsolya

bow

vonó

golf club

golfütő

synthesiser

szintetizátor

bowling pin

tekebábu

headphones

fejhallgató

stage

színpad

cloakroom

ruhatár

joystick

joystick

tennis racket

teniszütő

chandelier

csillár

keyboard

billentyűzet

theatre box

páholy

computer
screen

képernyő

loudspeaker

hangszóró

usherette

jegyszedő

costume

jelmez

mouse

egér

weight

súlyzó
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2.2 Worksheet – Giving reasons
LANGUAGE BOX
Presenting your own arguments and refuting others
Refuting an argument

Giving your own arguments

But the point is that…

And another thing, ….

But then again…

As a consequence/As a result, …

Come off it, now, that really doesn’t matter.

Consequently, …

Hmm, you may have a point there.

In addition, …

I can see that, but I still don’t think …

In the first place, …

Nonsense.

It follows logically that …

Oh yes, but look how easy it is to…

It is also important that …

On the other hand, ….

It seems, therefore …

Possibly, but it is not as simple as that.

On the whole…

There’s another way of looking at this problem…

Remember to take into account that …

These arguments are completely beside the
point.

That is, …

That’s OK but what about…
Well, that’s only half of the story.

The important point for us here is that…
The point is that …
The trouble is that …
This shows that …
We must conclude that …
You know, in a way it’s a bit like …
You see the thing is that …

leisure is pleasure  2.3 role cards – What to do at the weekend?

You would like to spend most of the time You would like to do some sport outdoors.
in front of your computer, playing. Your Your reasons:
- you need some exercise after sitting in
reasons:
school.
- you can do this in any weather.
you’d like to be in the sun.
- it won’t disturb your family.
- you don’t enjoy being at home.
- it develops logic.
-you don’t have to think during sport.
- you don’t like going out much.

You would like to spend most of the time You would like to do some sport outdoors.
in front of your computer, playing. Your Your reasons:
- you need some exercise after sitting in
reasons:
school.
- you can do this in any weather.
- you’d like to be in the sun.
- it won’t disturb your family.
- you don’t enjoy being at home.
- it develops logic.
- you don’t have to think during sport.
- you don’t like going out much.

You would like to spend most of the time You would like to do some sport outdoors.
in front of your computer, playing. Your Your reasons:
- you need some exercise after sitting in
reasons:
school.
- you can do this in any weather.
- you’d like to be in the sun.
- it won’t disturb your family.
- you don’t enjoy being at home.
- it develops logic.
- you don’t have to think during sport.
- you don’t like going out much.

You would like to spend most of the time You would like to do some sport outdoors.
in front of your computer, playing. Your Your reasons:
- you need some exercise after sitting in
reasons:
school.
- you can do this in any weather.
- you’d like to be in the sun.
- it won’t disturb your family.
- you don’t enjoy being at home.
- it develops logic.
- you don’t have to think during sport.
- you don’t like going out much.

leisure is pleasure  2.3 role cards – What to do at the weekend? (CONT.)

You would like to go to the theatre and watch a You would like to go to a jazz concert
contemporary European play. Your reasons: in a recently opened pub. Your reasons:
- culture is very important in your life.
- music can make you feel relaxed.
- it’s a nice experience (dressing up, etc.).
- it’s nice when nobody is talking.
- you know very few European plays.
- you don’t have to dress up.
- plays can help you solve your problems.
- you can make friends easily.

You would like to go to the theatre and watch a You would like to go to a jazz concert
contemporary European play. Your reasons: in a recently opened pub. Your reasons:
- culture is very important in your life.
- music can make you feel relaxed.
- it’s a nice experience (dressing up, etc.).
- it’s nice when nobody is talking.
- you know very few European plays.
- you don’t have to dress up.
- plays can help you solve your problems.
- you can make friends easily.

You would like to go to the theatre and watch a You would like to go to a jazz concert
contemporary European play. Your reasons: in a recently opened pub. Your reasons:
- culture is very important in your life.
- music can make you feel relaxed.
- it’s a nice experience (dressing up, etc.).
- it’s nice when nobody is talking.
- you know very few European plays.
- you don’t have to dress up.
- plays can help you solve your problems.
- you can make friends easily.

You would like to go to the theatre and watch a You would like to go to a jazz concert
contemporary European play. Your reasons: in a recently opened pub. Your reasons:
- culture is very important in your life.
- music can make you feel relaxed.
- it’s a nice experience (dressing up, etc.).
- it’s nice when nobody is talking.
- you know very few European plays.
- you don’t have to dress up.
- plays can help you solve your problems.
- you can make friends easily.
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2.4 Worksheet – A bad handout
base jumping
The first BASE jumpers appeared in the beginning of the 20th century. It’s not the same
as skydiving. Frederick Slow and Rick Sylvester were both BASE jumpers. It can be
dangerous. You can apply for a BASE-number if you make a jump in each of the four

categories.

The four categories: buildings, towers (antennas), bridges (spans), rocks (earth).
This means BASE. It became a real sport in 1980s. But already in 1976,
there was some BASE-jumping in a film. About the places, well they are secret because then
it’s not so dangerous
(because you must ask somebody and the he or she will tell you something about BASE-jumping in
general).
 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------BASE jumping is dangerous. So it’s an extreme sport. It is extreme because it’s dangerous,
for example some people died when they tried BASE-jumping. For this reason we call it an

extreme

sport.

Oh

yes,

so

what

it

means

is

that

you

jump

down

from

things, for example a building or a bridge. You don’t jump just like that, you use a parachute.
People

who jump with a parachute are
called skydivers, but these people jump from aeroplanes. So if you don’t jump from
aeroplanes but you jump from a building, you aren’t a skydiver, you’re a BASE jumper.
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2.5 Sample – A good handout
Ethelbert Parachute

BASE JUMPING
basic facts and history
1 What is BASE?
- a kind of sport: you jump down from fixed objects using a parachute
- BASE: the four categories of objects for jumping
1. Building
2. Antenna (towers)
3. Span (bridges)
4. Earth (rocks)
- can be very dangerous — considered a kind of extreme
sport

2 When was it established?
- first jumpers: beginning of 20th century (e.g. Statue of Liberty)
- from 1976 in films, too
- became a real sport in the 1980s

3 Who can do it and how?
- skydivers can learn it
(people who jump out of a plane with a parachute)
- you must be very good at using a parachute
- bridges are safer than building or rocks,
but they are dangerous too
- the names of the sites are not public
→ you have to contact an experienced jumper
- if you done a jump in all 4 categories,
you can apply for a BASE-number (March 2005: 1000)
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3.2 Checklist – A good handout (for the
teacher)
If you want to put together a good handout,
DO
… use notes instead of full sentences.
… number or letter your points to make it easier to follow.
… something to separate the different sections.
… include a picture or a diagram to make it look more interesting.
… remember that you want to help your listener with the handout.
DON’T
… put everything on it that you want to say.
… forget to give your handout a title.
… look at the handout all the time; look at your audience for reactions.
… use too small letters: make it readable.
… forget to put your name on it.

leisure is pleasure  3.2 Poster - a good handout

For a good handout,
DO
… use notes instead of full sentences.
… number or letter your points.
… something to separate the different
sections.
… include a picture or a diagram .
… remember you want to help your listener.

DON’T
… put everything on it that you want to say.
… forget to give your handout a title.
… look at the handout all the time.
… use too small letters: make it readable.
… forget to put your name on it.

leisure is pleasure  worksheet - our film club

3.3 Worksheet – Our Film Club
 1. Listen to the tape. Whose arguments are these? Write E for Emily and J for
Jonathan.
1. It’s a film that you simply must see.
2. It’s interesting that you hear the story from different viewpoints.
3. The DVD has original sound.
4. The film has been nominated for an Oscar.
5. The film touches some very deep chords in you.
6. There are real heroes in the film.
7. You can see great actors in this film.
8. You get to know a lot about the culture of a country.
9. You might become interested in an extreme sport if you watch this movie.
10. You never know what’s going to happen next.

 2. Listen again and fill in the gaps in the following arguments. One line stands
for one word.
a) I can highly ___________ this film to you for various reasons.
b) You have to take _______ _________ that the story is told from different viewpoints.
c) It _________ from this that you never feel bored during the film.
d) In a _________ it’s a bit like living in China for some days.
e) Oh yes, and _________ thing: The Hero was nominated for an Oscar.
f) That doesn’t really matter because on ____ other ________ there are real heroes in it.
g) The __________ in this sport is that you try to go very deep with one breath.
h) I have to tell you that it’s not ______ simple ______ __________.
i) A friend of mine said the __________ with the film was its pessimistic ending.
j) I think this argument is quite _________ the point.
k) On the ________ I believe it’s a must-see.

 3. Different people like different films, just like different people have different
hobbies. With your partner, discuss what kind of hobby or leisure time activity
you could recommend to someone with the following qualities:
Donald
- sociable and talkative.
- doesn’t think he is creative.

- would like to learn new.
- is only free two afternoons.

Rachel
- is a bit shy.
- only free in the evenings.

Ralph
- hates losing a game.
- would like to do something
useful.
- loves reading books.
- only free at weekends.
- would like to do some exercise. - is very good at drawing.
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3.3 Tapescript – Our Film Club
(for the teacher)
Teacher: So, next week our topic is going to be Heroes and erm… (looks into her notes)
Jonathan and Emily have chosen two films for us and now they’re going to tell us about them
so that we can choose which one we’d like to see. Emily, would you like to start?
Emily: Erm, yes. Welcome, everybody, the topic of my presentation is The Hero, which is the
most expensive but also the most successful Chinese film of all time. I can highly recommend
this film to everyone in the class for various reasons. In the first place, the plot is really exciting,
so you have no idea what’s going to happen next. Some people say it’s a problem that the actual
story is quite simple, but I believe you have to take into account that the story is told from
many different viewpoints and erm… it follows from this that you never feel bored during the
film. In addition, you get to know a lot about Chinese culture if you watch this movie: in a way
it’s a bit like living in China for some days. It is also important that the DVD in our library has
Chinese sound, so you can enjoy the film in the original, as it were. Oh yes, and another thing:
The Hero was nominated for an Oscar as the “best foreign language film of the year” in 2003,
which shows that it really is a very good movie. So remember, vote for The Hero!
Teacher: Thank you, Emily. Jonathan, over to you now.
Jonathan: Thank you. Well, my film is not actually called “The Hero”, but that doesn’t really
matter because on the other hand there are real heroes in it. The title of the film is Big Blue, and
it follows logically that it is about a big blue thing: erm… the sea. It is about two free-divers,
that is, people who dive into the sea holding their breath. The point in this sport is that you
try to go very deep with a single breath, therefore it is considered very dangerous and counts
as an extreme sport. Now you might think that you’re not interested in free-diving but I have
to tell you it is not as simple as that: I wasn’t interested in free-diving either before watching
the movie, and still it has become one of my favourite films. The reason is that the film touches
some very deep chords in you: it’s a sad but beautiful story about a sad but beautiful world,
told by some of the greatest French actors. I had an interesting conversation with a friend of
mine who said the trouble with the film was that it had such a pessimistic ending and thus its
message about life was really negative, but I think that’s beside the point: you see, Big Blue is
not about life in general, it’s about a very special life: the life of free-divers, people who are in
love with the sea in a way. Anyway, on the whole I believe it’s a must-see… You will not regret
it if you vote for the Big Blue. Thank you.
Teacher: Well, thank you, Jonathan. So now, everybody, you have one minute to think over
what you have heard, then cast your votes on the slip before you on the desk. I’m going to tell
you the result tomorrow in class.

leisure is pleasure  4.1 slips - checklist

… use notes instead of full sentences.

… number or letter your points to make it easier to follow.

… something to separate the different sections.
… include a picture or a diagram to make it look more
interesting.
… remember that you want to help your listener with the
handout.
… put everything on it that you want to say.

… forget to give your handout a title.

… look at the handout all the time.

… use too small letters: make it readable.

… forget to put your name on it.
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4.2 Worksheet – Can you do that?
Imperative race

1. Write the time here: _______________
2. Don’t say anything in Hungarian during the whole game.
3. On the back of this sheet, write eight expressions you can use to present a new argument.
4. Give somebody from another group three pens, but don’t say anything.
5. Don’t look at me: if you have problems, raise your hand, but avoid eye contact!
6. Stand up on your chair (all four of you) and sing at least two lines of a song.
7. Find two pieces of litter in the class and put them in the litter bin.
8. Get me a piece of coloured chalk.
9. On a sheet from your Maths exercise book, write eight expressions you can use to refute an argument.
10. Draw something nice for me in the ellipse above. Don’t draw animals, please.
11. Count how many chairs there are in the room: _______________.
12. Write a nickname one of you has in the left-hand box at the top of the page.
13. Put a circle around words for numbers (eight), but don’t put a circle around numbers (8).
14. Cross out all the even numbers in front of the sentences.
15. Don’t put anything in the right-hand box at the top, but write a long English word under it.
16. Somewhere on this sheet, draw what you had for breakfast today (one drawing is enough).
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Leisure Conference

topic:

Leisure Conference

topic:
Leisure Conference

topic:

Leisure Conference

topic:
Leisure Conference

topic:

Leisure Conference

topic:
Leisure Conference

topic:

Leisure Conference

topic:
Leisure Conference

topic:

Leisure Conference

topic:
Leisure Conference

topic:

Leisure Conference

topic:
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5.2 Evaluation sheet
Name: ____________
________________
________________
________________
________________
topic: __________

Answers to the questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Answers to the questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Answers to the questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Positive remarks:

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

Nice to look at
Good points
Clearly organised
Just enough info
Used notes

0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

Nice to look at
Good points
Clearly organised
Just enough info
Used notes

0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

Things you could improve:

Positive remarks:

________________
________________
________________
________________
topic: __________

1
1
1
1
1

Things you could improve:

Positive remarks:

________________
________________
________________
________________
topic: __________

0
0
0
0
0

Things you could improve:

Positive remarks:

________________
________________
________________
________________
topic: __________

Nice to look at
Good points
Clearly organised
Just enough info
Used notes

Answers to the questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Nice to look at
Good points
Clearly organised
Just enough info
Used notes

0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1

Things you could improve:

